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Happy New Year! We could say "2021, what a long strange year it's been" but we don't want to risk
repeating ourselves from 2020. However, the theme for 2021 was similar, but with increased economic
recovery and the Federal Reserve's removal of the training wheels. Let's dig into where we were and
where we are headed in 2022.

Economists and market strategists alike believe that the issues that continue to burden us, pent-up
demand, supply chain bottlenecks, worker shortages, and productivity will continue to ease and set us
up for another year of above average economic and market growth. COVID continues to remain an
unpredictable grey cloud and the Fed could make a mistake in policy, but experts believe that we
continue to move steadily toward normal conditions. The economy as a whole is and should continue to
support further business and market growth.
 
The economy continues its rather triumphant uphill march from its worst year since the Great
Recession in 2020, to one of the best years of growth in almost 40 years in 2021.  Factors contributing
to this unprecedented growth are record stimulus, healthy consumers, a very accommodative Federal
Reserve, vaccinations, and reopening businesses. These factors are what made our last recession the
shortest on record, only two months, March and April of 2020. Since then the economy bounced back
to what is expected to be +5% GDP growth in 2021. (Fig. 1)  
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Fig. 2

Sources: Bloomberg 12/9/21. Inflation measured by the CPI.

This chart represents U.S. GDP growth ordered by
magnitude with the largest being in 2021.

As the economy enters the mid-cycle, consensus
is a 4-4.5% GDP for 2022 is both reasonable and
achievable. (Fig. 2) Even though it is lower than
2021, it is still a solid number that will keep us
growing economically. Inflation is expected to
settle from 2021 levels to somewhere under 3%
by the fourth quarter.  However, don't be
surprised by a continued rise in the first part of
the year. This isn't as frightening as it may seem
though, because historically when inflation peaked
it was transitory and followed by years of low
inflation. (Fig. 3)

Fig. 1

Fiscal and monetary policy continued to play lead
roles in the economic recovery in 2021, but that
may change this year as the economy shows its
ability to grow firmly on its own. Consumer
demand, workforce gains, productivity, small
business expansion, and capital investment are
playing larger roles as we enter the next stage of
economic growth. 

Consumer credit drove the economy
forward last year and experts believe it will
continue to do so in 2022. Remember, it only
took retail sales five months to return to
pre-pandemic levels after the lockdowns in
2020. Supply chain setbacks and both the
Delta and Omicron variant surge have done
little to slow consumer spending. 

Although the Fed has talked about multiple
rate hikes, consumers will still be in good
financial health in 2022 because of factors
like increased home equity, nearly $3 trillion
in money markets, and $3.5 trillion in excess
liquidity in bank accounts.  That's impressive
for an economy whose GDP is driven by
consumer spending. 

History has shown us time and again that
those who adapt well survive even better.
American businesses are proof of that,
which may help productivity increase in
2022, as output may start to accelerate
again.

Fig. 3

Source: U.S. Inflation Calculator.
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We wish you and your family a happy and healthy new year and look forward to getting together for
review meetings in whatever form you are comfortable with. If you have any questions or concerns,
please reach out to us. We'd love to hear from you. As always, thank you for allowing us the privilege of
working with you.

Integrated Wealth Advisory Services, Inc.
4400 W. 109th St. 
Suite 250 
Overland Park, KS 66211

Phone: (913) 491-4908

Everyone knows that productivity is a good thing. It can lead to stronger growth and may help contain
inflation since more goods and services are produced. Fears of a repeat of the 1970s, a period of
extremely high inflation, make us forget that it was also a time of low productivity. We don't see this
scenario repeating at this time. 

Looking at capital expenditure spending is one of the best ways to see if corporate America is over the
pandemic. In our current recovery, such spending has been faster than in past rebounds. Standard and
Poor’s data shows capital expenditures are estimated to have grown 13% in 2021, and are expected to
grow even more this year. 

All said, both current and historical data show we are on firm footing as we start 2022 and will remain
that way for the near future. We will likely see blips of discomfort as the Fed continues to remove the
training wheels that kept the economy going the last couple of years, but overall, both the markets and
the economy are in a good place.
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REVIEW MEETINGS
To say we are all sick of the pandemic and its restrictions is probably a foregone conclusion. However,
while we miss living our "normal" lives and doing review meetings in person, we still have a lot of
unknowns to manage. While we are open to doing meetings in person, we do feel like the right thing to
do is keep everyone safe and healthy. 

Sources:
1  Fred Economic Data
2 FDIC 2021 Risk Review
3 Standard & Poors

Securities offered through Geneos Wealth Management, Inc., member FINRA & SIPC. Advisory services offered through Integrated
Wealth Advisory Services, Inc.
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The topics discussed in this newsletter are for general information only and are not intended to provide specific investment advice or
recommendations. Opinions, estimates, forecasts, and statements of financial market trends are based on current market conditions and
are subject to change without notice. The data has been obtained from sources considered reliable but is not guaranteed. 

The information does not represent, warrant, or imply that services, strategies, or methods of analysis offered can or will predict future
results, identify market tops or bottoms, or insulate investors from losses.

Investing involves risk including the potential loss of principal.  Asset allocation & diversification do not ensure a profit or prevent a loss in
a declining market. Past performance is not a guarantee of future results.

Integrated Wealth and Geneos Wealth Management do not provide tax or legal services. Individuals should seek advice from their own
tax or legal counsel.


